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Abstract 

This report serves to augment Invesco’s current investment analytics practice through a 

geographical and statistical analysis of the Indianapolis corporate real estate market. It is a study 

of methods needed to narrow down a saturated real estate landscape to only the most ideal sites 

for Amazon’s new HQ2 location. Simple location query and site selection methods are married 

to a multi-variate analog error (MVAE) method built from 2017 Fortune 500 location data. After 

narrowing down the most appropriate sites through a series of attribute selections and 

geoprocesses, the data for the top candidate sites were run through a statistical procedure that 

compared various demographic and site-specific factors with population parameters related to 

the current locations of Fortune 500 headquarters. A variant of this analysis was repeated 

examining only the error between candidate sites and Amazon’s current headquarters location in 

Seattle. The results of the analyses identify a pair of sites with analog error scores that are 

substantially lower than any other candidate site. This means that the differences among 

dimensions for these sites and current headquarter locations is relatively smaller than all other 

candidate sites when compared to the Fortune 500 and Amazon HQ1, respectively. It follows 

that the recommendation of this paper is immediate acquisition and preparation of the sites, as 

they are not only positioned as great headquarter locations for Amazon, but for any firm with an 

eye on Indianapolis. The site with the highest suitability/similarity rank to other Fortune 500 

headquarters is a 1.5 million square foot plot of land in the prosperous and growing Indy suburb 

of Carmel. The site with the highest suitability/similarity rank to Amazon’s original corporate 

campus is an 870,000 square foot flexible-use plot in Fishers, another suburb of Indy 

experiencing increased economic development and hyper-expansion.  
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Introduction 

Amazon’s move into Indianapolis marks an extraordinary economic development 

opportunity for the city, and really, for the entire state of Indiana. However, in placing the 

Amazon campus, the city faces some serious challenges. By using several disparate geographic 

methods in concert, this study will help both Amazon and Indy invest in the proper site that will 

not only accommodate the immediate needs of the firm, but potentially sustain campus 

development for some time after establishment.  

The outcomes of this analysis carry serious implications not only for Invesco’s real estate 

investment strategy, but for the cities of Indianapolis, Fishers and Carmel as well. The addition 

of a new Amazon headquarters to the skyline brings with it 50,000 jobs and a range of other 

positive externalities: economic development, consumer expenditure, tech talent and creative 

culture, to name a few. Given the magnitude and consequences of this study for the stakeholders, 

the broader research question becomes:  

Which specific sites in the Indianapolis urban region are the strongest candidates for Amazon 

HQ2 placement? 

 

Answering this question calls for a multi-step suitability analysis, querying and selecting parcels 

and footprints on the market that meet a variety of particular criteria as outlined in the Amazon 

RFP. GIS and geoprocessing can run these queries and selections quickly and visibly for an 

exhaustive list of all commercial properties on the market that meet the criteria. Inherently, when 

answering this broader research question, a targeted research question must be asked: 

How can sites selected as “suitable” for Amazon via the conditions laid out in the RFP be 

ordinally ranked to identify a single site for investment? 
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An initial run of location queries and suitability analyses revealed multiple sites on the 

market that could cater to Amazon’s location needs. These 26 locations included both standalone 

sites, and clusters of smaller sites that, in aggregate, can meet the space requirements of 

Amazon’s FRP criterion. Running these 26 sites through a simple statistical model reveals a rank 

order based on similarities to other Fortune 500 headquarter location and to Amazon’s current 

headquarter location.    

Data & Methodologies 

 Suitability Analysis & Location Querying 

Selecting which sites in Indy can adequately meet the criterion set by Amazon in the RFP 

is, fundamentally, a quaternary site selection/suitability problem at a regional/micro-geographic 

scale. Recall that quaternary studies relate specifically to corporate location strategies and 

headquarters locations (Rice & Lyons 2009). Based on requisite attributes given by Amazon, all 

for sale/leasable properties in Indianapolis may be queried to identify only those sites that are 

suitable. 

Amazon provides all candidate cities with a list of criteria that must be met in evaluating 

suitable sites. This suitability analysis involved querying data using these criterion. Firstly, a 

suitability polygon was established based on areal criterion from the Amazon RFP (note that all 

data sources are thoroughly logged in the appendix of this study). The areal criterion of Amazon 

HQ2 are listed here: 
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Core Preferences Quantity Units 

Proximity to population center 30 miles 

Proximity to international airport 45 minutes 

Proximity to major roads 1-2 miles 

Access to mass transit At site  

Figure 1- Areal Criteria (Source: Amazon) 

Using ArcGIS and Maptitude geographic information systems software, a series of 

disparate polygons for each criterion can be created, and then aggregated into a final suitability 

polygon within Indianapolis. A 45-minute drive time polygon was built around the Indianapolis 

International Airport using Maptitude, and then loaded into ArcGIS. Buffer polygons around the 

Indianapolis city center and major roads were built for 30 miles and 2 miles, respectively. A final 

5-mile buffer was constructed around the transit system network. The intuition behind a 5-mile 

buffer is that it is feasible that the IndyGo bus routes would cater to the location selection of 

Amazon, and that up to some subjective distance, the transit provider would be more than willing 

to expand the IndyGo bus route network to service any site that Amazon may choose. The 

aggregation of these disparate polygons arrives at a single polygon that identifies all areas in 

Indianapolis that meet the areal criterion set by Amazon.  
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Figure 2- Suitability Geography based on Areal Criteria 

After identifying a suitable area in Indianapolis that met all of the requirements, all 

commercial properties for sale or lease in the area had to be filtered down according to the 

particular space requirements set in the Amazon RFP. The minimum space requirement for 

Amazon’s initial entrance into Indianapolis is 500,000 square feet. Data on all commercial 

properties for sale or lease in Indiana was sourced from the Indiana Economic Development 

Corporation, Loopnet and CityFeet using the ParseHub web-scraping application. A handful of 

other sites were collected through an “off the record” meeting with the JLL research team. JLL 

provided a few sites that are rumored to be redeveloping in the Indianapolis area that may be 

able to sustain corporate headquarters. These few sites were tossed in to the larger database of 

properties from IEDC, Loopnet and CityFeet. The aggregated dataset was put through two 

queries. The first query identified all properties for sale that fell within the set suitability polygon 

(see Figure 1). The second query identified all properties for sale or lease with more than 
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500,000 square feet of space. The results of this query show all standalone properties for sale or 

lease in Indianapolis that may be suitable for Amazon.  

 

Figure 3- Sales/Lease Ready Sites in Indianapolis 

Intuitively, the majority of for sale or for lease properties in Indianapolis that meet the 

requisite 500,000 square feet are located on the periphery of the city, as much of the central 

business district and downtown areas have high occupancy with relatively small buildings 

compared to most major U.S. cities. This query returned 17 suitable sites. However, it did not 

identify all potential sites that Invesco could acquire in the wake of Amazon’s location decision. 

Clustered sites must be considered. It is very possible that collections of highly proximal 
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properties could sum to the appropriate square footage requisite laid out in the Amazon RFP. To 

that end, a simple .25-mile buffer analysis was run, and all buffer polygons containing at least 

500,000 square footage of space were selected in an attribute query. The results of this query 

identified 9 additional clusters of real estate space that, if acquired in aggregate, could sustain the 

minimum requirement for an Amazon entrance. All suitable sites are shown below:  

 

Figure 4- All Suitable Standalone and Clustered Sites 
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The final results of the suitability analysis return 26 viable sites based on proximity to 

airports, major roads, the city center, the IndyGo transit network and the site-specific criterion of 

a minimum 500,000 for an initial development. However, these 26 sites can be narrowed down 

further by using a multi-variate analog error (MVAE) method to draw comparisons between 

candidate Amazon sites in Indianapolis and the population of all other current Fortune 500 

companies.  

Multi-variate Analog Error Method 

An analog method measures the acceptability of a particular site based on already 

established locations (Shangle 2006). It was formally developed and made popular in retail 

geography by Applebaum in 1966. Historically, and even in contemporary circles, the method is 

still debated on its objectivity and subjectivity (Bruckler 2014; Rando, 2015). The power of the 

analog method is a function of the intuition and market knowledge of the analyst using it. The 

analog error method used in this project involves a simple comparison of the average deviations 

in demography between specific sites and average like metrics for Fortune 500 headquarters 

locations- and for Amazon HQ1 as well. Depending on which analog is used, different sites may 

be returned. Location data for Fortune 500 headquarters is provided by Jonathan Rayer, a 

geospatial analyst at ArdentMC management consulting. All demographic variables are sourced 

from ESRI business analyst online. These demographic metrics are pulled from within a buffer 

of one mile of each current Fortune 500 headquarters location 

- 2017 Population 

- 2017 Median Household Income 

- 2010 Median Age (Census) 

- 2017 Total Housing Units 
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- 2017 Vacant Housing Units 

- 2011-2015 Multi-family dwellings [50+ units] (ACS) 

- 2017 Education: Graduate/Professional Degrees 

- 2017 Occupation: Computer/Mathematical 

Recall that all variables and data sources are catalogued in the appendix.  

To be sure, a greater number of metrics could have been pulled for the analysis. 

However, due to data vending charges associated with adding variables, a more conservative pull 

of demographic data was used. In addition, many metrics in these (generally) urban areas would 

likely see some degree of multi-collinearity.  

It is hypothesized that all of these demographic and place-specific variables have some 

bearing on Amazon’s headquarter location decision. There is an inherent need for a certain 

amount of available housing (particularly apartments), and, of course, there is a need for highly 

skilled, young professionals in computer and software engineering to sustain Amazon Web 

Services- the largest of Amazon’s revenue streams. The goal of constructing 1-mile demographic 

profiles of Fortune 500 firms was to effectively summarize the characteristics that one would 

expect to observe in the areas surrounding each corporate campus. In this way, the mean values 

of the all Fortune 500 headquarter locations become the “analog” against which each candidate 

site is compared! This process can be repeated looking at only the Amazon corporate campus as 

well- though the mathematics changes subtly because of the absence of population parameters. 

By analyzing standardized errors from the averaged metrics of Fortune 500 locations, and current 

candidate location in Indianapolis, sites may be ranked (note that standardized errors used in this 

analogue model are mathematically distinct from standard errors commonly referenced in 

regression modelling and other more traditional forms of descriptive statistics). This process may 
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be repeated for a comparison to the current Amazon corporate campus using absolute values of 

deviations, rather than standardized deviations. The formal notation of the multi-variate analog 

error method is formalized here: 

Zij =∑ ( xij - µj / σj ) / j  

Dij = | ∑(xij - aj) / j | 

Where: 

Zij marks the standardized error of an candidate site from the population of Fortune 500 firms 

xij marks an observed value (x) of candidate site (i) for a particular demographic metric (j) 

µj marks a population average for a particular demographic metric (j) 

σj marks a population standard deviation for a particular demographic metric (j) 

Dij marks the absolute value of the mean deviation between a candidate site and Amazon’s 

 current corporate campus for a particular demographic metric (j) 

aj marks an observed value for a demographic metric at the Amazon corporate headquarters 

Analytical Results 

 The results of running candidate sites through a multi-variate analog error calculation 

returned two sites, in particular, that were much higher in suitability and analogousness than 

other sites. To substantiate the position of these sites, the top four ordinal ranks from each 

iteration of the MVAE are shared here.   
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Figure 5- MVAE Output 1- Fortune 500 Analog 

 

Figure 6- MVAE Output 2- Amazon HQ1 Analog 

 These results clearly point sites 11 and 16 as appropriate sites for Amazon’s relocation 

and Invesco’s investment practice based on their likeness to Amazon’s current HQ1 location, and 

a general analog population of all Fortune 500 firms. It is also worth noting that Sites 16 and 18 

both appear in both analog analyses. Site 11 is a 1.5 million square foot plot of land in the 

prosperous and growing Indy suburb of Carmel. Site 16 is an 870,000 square foot flexible-use 

plot in Fishers, another suburb of Indy experiencing increased economic development and hyper-

expansion. These were not clustered sites, but were standalone plots of land. Also, the properties 
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are for sale only, not for lease. This makes them simpler acquisitions, only requiring negotiations 

with a single seller. The sites are displayed in Figure 7.  

 

Figure 7- Analog Outputs 

The use of suitability analysis and location querying in concert with the MVAE method 

powerfully returned the most optimal sites based on Amazon’s specifications, and based on a 

demographic profiling of all of the headquarters of the most successful firms in the country.  

Discussion & Limitations 

 The Displacement Power Assumption 

 One serious and flawed assumption that limits this statistical analysis is that it only 

accounts for properties that are currently on the market for sale or lease in Indianapolis. The 

analysis makes an assumption that Amazon does not have the purchasing power to make strong 
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offers on properties that meet their specifications, displacing any current owners or tenants. This 

displacement is not unique to headquarter relocation. There are many instances of retail and 

corporate expansions displacing citizens or other businesses that previously held properties of 

interest (Thomson 2014; Popovec 2006). If this displacement power assumption is relaxed, the 

options for Amazon in Indianapolis expand dramatically. A simple query of all building and 

parcel options in Indianapolis (regardless of whether or not they are for sale or leasable) returns 

108 parcels of land and 133 buildings that are above the requisite 500,000 square feet, and fall 

within the previously defined suitability polygon from Figure 1. Parcel data is sourced from the 

Indiana Geological Survey, and building footprint data is vended from BuildingFootprintsUSA.  

 The Development Problem 

 An additional limitation was revealed during some informal interviews with Indy-based 

real estate research professionals from JLL and Resource Commercial Real Estate prompted 

discussions of the absence of infrastructure in Indianapolis that is ready to sustain a headquarters 

location. Regardless of where Amazon may choose to locate, it is hypothesized among 

Indianapolis developers that an entire new rail transit system would have to be constructed 

specifically to cater to the Amazon campus, with additional developments in infrastructure (S. 

Smith, informal discussion, March 15, 2018). Though a discussion of the development of these 

infrastructure systems is far beyond the scope of this study, they must be accounted for as a 

qualification in the Amazon location decision. Wherever Amazon may choose to locate in 

Indianapolis, there may be substantial required improvements to transit networks and residential 

housing offerings by the city, Marion County and the state as a whole.  
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Summation 

 Decisions & Application 

 This analysis has worked to accurately identify sites in the Indianapolis area that may 

serve the new Amazon HQ2 campus. To this end, the following research question was answered: 

Which specific sites in the Indianapolis urban region are the strongest candidates for Amazon 

HQ2 placement? 

 

This research question was answered using a simple suitability analysis based on conditions laid 

out in the Amazon RFP, and a wealth of data available from the city and scraped from a variety 

of commercial real estate sales sites, including some off-the-record suggested sites from JLL. An 

additional level of cluster analysis was formed to find proximal sites that, in aggregate, could 

meet the 500,000 square foot requirement for the Amazon headquarters. In answering this 

broader research question, 26 sites were identified from a variety of land-use types, development 

phases and sellers. To narrow these 26 sites down, a more targeted research question was asked:  

How can sites selected as “suitable” for Amazon via the conditions laid out in the RFP be 

ordinally ranked to identify a single site for investment? 

 

A multi-variate analog error method (MVAE) was used to identify the sites most similar 

to two analogs: an aggregated average profile of Fortune 500 headquarter locations, and the 

original Amazon corporate campus. The results of the analysis point to two sites. The site with 

the highest suitability/similarity rank to other Fortune 500 headquarters is a 1.5 million square 

foot plot of land in the prosperous and growing Indy suburb of Carmel. The site with the highest 

suitability/similarity rank to Amazon’s original corporate campus is an 870,000 square foot 
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flexible-use plot in Fishers, another suburb of Indy experiencing increased economic 

development and hyper-expansion.  

These results capture value for Invesco. The company can design its investment strategy 

more strategically with insight into specific locations in the Indianapolis area that are more likely 

to be selected by Amazon based on married analyses related to site suitability and demographic 

analogs to other successful firm headquarters all over the country. The resulting recommendation 

from this analysis is increased investment in the 2 sites in Fishers and Carmel identified by this 

study as the strongest analogs identified among the 26 suitable sites.  

Recalling that Amazon still holds displacement power in their headquarter location 

decision, and that any corporate development will surely spur the city, regional and state 

governments to take substantial measures to augment current transit and residential 

infrastructures- there would appear to be even more investment opportunity beyond just the 

location of the headquarters itself. Invesco can also capitalize on areas where transportation and 

residential developments will be necessary to sustain the headquarters, further contributing to 

their bottom-line. The application of this geographical and statistical approach to quaternary 

location analysis is intended to augment the analytics practice of Invesco, and provide powerful 

predictions for Amazon’s new headquarters that will forecast future economic development, job 

creation, community branding and cash flows.  
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Appendix- Data Catalog 

Data Description Source 

Property Sales/Lease Data Point data with properties for sale and square footage Loopnet1, CityFeet2, Indiana EDC3 

(scraped) 

Building Footprints Building footprints in Indiana Building Footprints USA4 (vended) 

Land Parcels Land parcels with square footage in Indiana Indiana Geological Survey5 

Rumored Sites Off the record sites rumored for Amazon HQ2 JLL6 

Indiana Airports Point data with airports in Indiana Indy Open Data7 

IndyGo Bus Routes Line data with all bus routes in Indianapolis Indy Open Data 

Indiana Major Roads Line data with all Interstate and US Hwys in Indiana Indiana Geological Survey 

Indianapolis Boundary City boundary polygon U.S. Census8 

Fortune 500 HQ Locations Point file with the locations of 500 HQs ArdentMC9 

2017 Population Pulled from 1-mile buffers ESRI (BAO)10 

2017 Median Income Pulled from 1-mile buffers ESRI (BAO) 

2010 Median Age Pulled from 1-mile buffers U.S. Census (BAO) 

2017 Total Housing Units Pulled from 1-mile buffers ESRI (BAO) 

2017 Vacant Housing Units Pulled from 1-mile buffers ESRI (BAO) 

2011-2015 Apartments (50+) Pulled from 1-mile buffers American Community Survey (BAO) 

2017 Education: Grad/Pro Pulled from 1-mile buffers ESRI (BAO) 

2017 Occupation: Com/Math Pulled from 1-mile buffers ESRI (BAO) 

 

1. http://www.loopnet.com/ 
2. http://www.cityfeet.com/ 
3. http://statein.zoomprospector.com/ 
4. https://www.buildingfootprintusa.com/ 
5. http://www.indianamap.org/ 
6. http://www.jll.com/indianapolis/en-us 
7. https://data1-indygis.opendata.arcgis.com/ 
8. https://www.census.gov/geo/maps-data/data/tiger-cart-boundary.html 
9. http://unorthtexas.maps.arcgis.com/home/item.html?id=a4d813c396934fc09d0b801a0c491852 
10. https://bao.arcgis.com/esriBAO/login/index.html 
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